HEALTHCARE
PROVIDER
REVENUE CYCLE
MANAGEMENT &
PATIENT FINANCE
Strongbox
[strong-box]
Noun
1. Enhanced point of service collections, security
and patient payment options and convenience

ABOUT US
StrongBox eSolutions LLC (StrongBox) provides cloudbased Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) and patient financing
services to the Dental and Medical markets. StrongBox focuses on
creating efficiencies for practices and enhancing the patient
experience by realizing revenue cycle efficiencies to maximize
charge capture, decrease days in A/R, improve staff productivity
and streamline the entire process as well as providing a cost
effective, comprehensive finance module (Finance) as a key part
of our portfolio offering.
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WHO WE SERVE AND WHAT WE DO

• Medical Providers
• Dental Providers
• Medical Specialty
Providers
• Medical Facilities
• Health Care Groups

• Our Medical platform enables practices

• StrongBox partnered financing

to significantly increase the efficiency of

solutions pay providers up

collecting patient-due amounts.

front and without recourse to

StrongBox clients achieve collection

the provider

rates above the industry standards,

• StrongBox Finance enhances

accelerated revenue generation and

our RCM platform solution and

realization, reduced days in accounts

helps the provider collect more

receivable, minimized cost of collections

while offering patients more

– all yielding significant value to your

options and alternatives

practice.
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THE PROBLEM
• 1 in 3 insured Americans have high deductible health insurance plans
• The average health insurance deductible ranges from $2,000 - $10,000 per individual
• 80% of patients do not have the liquid assets to satisfy the deductible
• Insured patients burden to pay for care greater than 30%
• Elective procedures are on the rise and patients demand low cost alternatives to pay
for procedures
• Providers are only collecting 15 cents of every dollar billed to patients today

According to the ACA (Association of Credit and
Collection Professionals), data reveals the medical
industry relies more heavily on third-party debt
collection services than all other industries.
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THE PROBLEM
• Revenue collection for provider patient care significantly lags other service-based
industries.

• For insurance policies to remain affordable, deductibles and out of pocket costs have
dramatically increased.

• Nearly 30% of provider’s revenue now comes directly from patients, rather than
insurance companies1. And because most patients can’t pay, providers face serious
revenue implications with far-reaching consequences, including rising costs, fewer
providers and less access to quality health care.

• Poor collections for payment at time of service and increasing patient responsibility
for healthcare costs has resulted in an increased amount of write-offs and 120+ day
ARDO.

• Provider’s earnings and profitability negatively impacted.
o Revenue opportunities are becoming cost and managerial burdens

1Source:

Healthcare Payments’ ’30 Pct Of The 30 Pct’ Problem; By PYMNTS; Posted on December 5, 2018
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THE PROBLEM
• Natural payment tension exists between providers and patients
• Providers have contributed to current state of market
• Failure to collect co-pays & amounts due at time of care
(Point of Service)
• Failure to secure financial payment method at point of
service
• Failure to offer profit maximizing, commercial &
competitive market financing solutions for patients
• Billing
• Cost center
• Collections
• Reactive
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THE SOLUTION
Health provider focused Revenue
Cycle Management and patient
Finance cloud-based revenue
recognition solution delivering
efficiency, profitability and security
to the health provider marketplace.

Create even work flow and
enhance cash flow
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THE SOLUTION
• Secure financial payment at time of check-in and store in a
PCI-DSS compliant manner
• Create self finance alternatives for patients
• Installment plans leveraging credit cards and bank account
information
• Authorizations to insure funds are available prior to providing
care
• Reasonable, cost effective patient finance alternatives
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A
COMPREHENSIVE
APPROACH

REVENUE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
Our RCM software provides practices with an
intuitive, cloud-based revenue collection
platform that accelerates timeliness and surety
of revenue collection, creating efficiencies for
process and work flow of the practice and
lowering costs associated with billing,
collections, front office patient bottlenecks and
mundane back office administrative tasks
(calling to collect payment, sending physical
bills, etc.). Zero cost to practice self-finance
alternatives easily established by utilization of
StrongBox RCM platform.
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FEATURES
• Healthcare Provider PaaS and RCM Management
Software
• PCI & HIPAA complaint
• Charge the financial instrument for co-pays, for
short falls in insurance coverage on procedures,
and no-shows
• Reduce number of bills generated
• Faster patient checkout process
• Create scheduled payment plans
• Reduce cost of bill preparation, postage and
employee overhead
• Eliminate repetitive billing cycles
• Schedule Pre-Pays
• Reduce or eliminate debt collections
• Streamline back office operations
• Store patient payment information for future and
recurring payments
• Print and email receipts
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• Accept Payments via the C&H Payment Gateway
• Setup Recurring Payments

DASHBOARD

• Transaction History
• Patient Detail
• Batch Reporting

StrongBox’s interactive dashboard provides
users with a snap shot of the level of activity
and profitability of the practice as well as click
through capability from notification to users of
expiring financial instruments stored in
StrongHold’s cyber-secure data vault, Recurring
Payments that are due or past due,
Authorizations that have been processed and
are ready for Capture and any Finance related
loans that have funded for debit to the
practices account, pulled directly from the
funded patient bank account.
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STRONGHOLD
StrongBox’s StrongHold component is one of the key value drivers of our PCI-DSS Certified platform.

• Double End-to-End Data Encryption
• Ultra-secure StrongHold Data Vault
• Firewalled AWS & Gateway Servers
• Tokenization
• Readers Utilizing Secure Encryption Key Management
• Proprietary Provider Designed Cloud Based Software
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PATIENT PAYMENT PORTAL
This innovative, easy to use and
established provider option enables
patients with an on-line payment
platform from any device, 24/7, 365
days a year. This bolt-on patient
convenience is integrated with the
StrongBox platform to provide
comprehensive reporting.
The provider revenue recognition
option further expands the patient
alternatives to pay an amount due
and enables your patients to pay
providers online with the StrongBox
Patient Payment Portal.
1
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FINANCE
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PATIENT FINANCE
•

The cloud-based financing component is a superior
alternative to Care Credit which charges practitioners 1015% of the procedure cost and charges the patients 25%+
to finance the procedure.

•

With 15 leading institutions participating, the patient is
provided with an efficient, easy to use, consumer driven
Finance module that provides immediate patient-based
bids to finance procedures.

•

By utilizing our finance module, there is now significant
liquidity for patients to fund high deductibles or get
procedures completed.

•

Our solution will deliver a lower cost, competitive solution
and receive bids from our lender gr high-quality credit
down to sub-prime credit pools. This will help drive patient
satisfaction, care and profitability.
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TYPES OF HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS AND
PROCEDURES IDEAL FOR FINANCE
APPLICATION

• General
• Plastic & Cosmetic
Surgery
• Dental
• Bariatric
• Fertility
• Vision
• Hearing/ENT
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FEATURES
StrongBox offers two distinct financing models to allow patients to receive care by utilizing our low-cost Finance
application.
Select – Small to mid-sized Providers
•One application searches up to 15 lenders at once
•Fixed rate medical loan offers from all top on-line lenders
•Rates are provided without markup
•We provide only fixed-rate loans; rates never change
•More than twice as many applicants approved as medical credit
cards
•Ideal for elective procedures
•Non-recourse to provider
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FEATURES
Pro – Groups & Networks & Hospital Providers
•Healthcare patient finance cloud-based platform is proprietary model that identifies patient
credit characteristics and propensity to pay.
•Software places patients in one of ten risk tiers. From these tiers, establish the subsidy to the
hospital and set the patient up with an interest free monthly payment. Hospital is paid within
twenty-four hours, less the subsidy.
•Built for hospitals and large health care systems that struggle with accounts receivable,
collections and bad debt expense. In fact, the average collection rate for patient pay for these
providers is 15%. (averaging fifteen cents on every dollar is all that is realized).
•Pro increases the average collection from 15% to collecting on average 70% within twenty-four
hours.
•No recourse patient finance model allows hospitals the availability to offer your patients an
interest free monthly payment and get paid up front.
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PATIENT FINANCE PORTAL
• https://strongboxesolutions.com
• Patients
• Apply Securely in minutes
• Accept The best fixed-term loan
with affordable monthly payments
for you
• Set it & Forget it Set up your
payment plan
• Get back to focusing on your
recovery
2
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PATIENT BENEFITS
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STRONGBOX
VALUE ADD

STRONGBOX
VALUE ADD
• Revenue acceleration
• Significantly reduced bad debt
expense
• Reduced admin and billing related
cost
• Reduced credit card processing
costs versus some incumbents
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STRONGBOX VALUE ADD
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PRICING
PAYMENT
ACCEPTANCE

STRONGBOX RCM +
FINANCE

STRONGBOX
FINANCE

• 2+% All in Rate

Annual License Fee

3% Funded Loan Fee

• Low Transaction Fee

•

• Next Day Funding

•

• Batch Settle
• Online Statement

•

1-2 Providers
$3,000
3-5 Providers
$6,000
6-10 Providers
$12,000

• PCI Certified
• HIPAA

OPTION
Patient Payment Portal
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APPENDIX – PROSPECT DISCOVERY
• How many providers in your practice?
• What is structure of your practice? Integrated LLC, shared office/separate
accounts, hygienists, etc...?
• What is the practice collection rate?
• How does your practice currently manage billing?
• Are no shows/missed appointments an issue?
• Do you charge for no shows?
• Do you allow for pre-paid services?
• What is total annual gross revenue of practice?
• What Practice Management Software (PMS) does your practice currently use?
• Does your practice use CareCredit?
• If yes, what is average annual $ amount CareCredit usage?
• Are zero interest installment payment options attractive to your practice and
patients?
• What is current Accounts Receivable & Accounts Receivable Days
Outstanding?
• Past write-offs? Bad dent expense?
• How are past due accounts managed?
• What is back office procedure to bill patients?
• What is the process to manage past due accounts?
• Debt collection agencies?
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THANK YOU

